Modernize legacy systems with Cognizant® TriZetto® solutions

The evolving healthcare industry requires new payer value propositions. Now, payers must deliver rich digital experiences, create business opportunities while complying with interoperability and transparency regulations, and forge new relationships with tech giants and new innovators. Legacy technology infrastructure slows down the digital initiatives that address these issues while steadily driving up operating costs. Cognizant® will help your organization modernize core administrative systems and applications so you can create successful new business and operating models.

As a market leader in payer core administration systems, we continue to thoughtfully and strategically evolve our technology to take full advantage of the latest innovations in software design, architecture and deployment. We’re bringing our clients along on this journey, continually equipping your organization with modern tools and capabilities while always working to minimize the total cost of ownership and accelerate their businesses.
Draw on the power of a modern open core.

With Cognizant® TriZetto® Healthcare products, and our technology and consulting resources, we can help you run your business with powerful modern platforms that support consumer-grade healthcare experiences. With our TriZetto® Facets® and TriZetto® QNXT™ core payer platforms, your organization will be able to:

- **Introduce new features and products quickly.** Leverage our core systems to help your organization streamline operations and accelerate time to market with our core systems platforms based on microservices, containerization and low- and no-code operating environments. Containerization is optimal for cloud. It supports superior user experiences, open platforms, accelerated development and optimized costs by efficiently using computer resources.

- **Deliver consumer-grade experiences across the new healthcare data ecosystem.** Develop applications and services that encompass data from your systems, as well as those outside your walls, such as provider electronic health records, remote monitoring devices and other industry platforms. Our open architecture, business logic and workflows support fluid data flows and modern health plan business processes through data streaming and web services capabilities.

- **Build services and insights based on real-time data.** Delight members at every touchpoint with offerings and insights. Our core platforms publish data generated from claims and other processes in real time, so other applications and systems across your organization may use it. The integrated AI and analytics in our platforms help improve benefit design while also enhancing service to members by capturing real-time insights on specific transactions.

- **Control costs and manage resources with scalability on demand.** Gain greater control resource use as well as options for implementing those resources on-premise or on cloud. We engineer our platforms to take advantage of containerization features such as auto-scaling and the use of policy settings to govern resource utilization based on your specifications to manage cost and security.

- **Gain flexibility to align systems with your business vision.** Select best-of-breed systems and integrate them with our open systems and business logic, tiered architecture and components to accelerate time to value.

- **Leverage a self-service design.** Enable users to design their own experiences with our open and API-friendly core systems. Options can range from customizing the look and feel of the desktop to incorporating third-party data or apps into configurable workflows to streamline operations.
Powering an integrated delivery system.

We replaced a decades-old system with the TriZetto® Facets core administration platform to improve cost margins, eliminate manual processes and enable rapid configuration and integration of new product offerings. We integrated strategic best-in-class applications, including NetworX Pricer® and TriZetto® Elements®, with the core system to further enhance differentiation and competitive advantage. NetworX Pricer administers increasingly complex provider contracts, and TriZetto® Elements delivers an integrated Medicare enrollment and reconciliation experience in compliance with government mandates.

By migrating its business to the Facets core platform, our client achieved its system replacement on time and within budget. The new system better supports compliance and other external market demands, streamlines workflows, increases automation and reduces errors. Our client now has the modern platform it needs to deliver great experiences to members each day and support its long-term business goals, including new products and expanded population health initiatives.

For more information about how we can help you deliver superior stakeholder experiences through digitized processes and workflows, visit www.cognizant.com/trizetto.